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Introduction 

1. My mum Tracy beaker 

2. Jacqueline Wilson  

3. Nick Sharratt  

4. I chose this book because it was very adventurous and I love adventure. The author has a 

way of bringing the book to life so I could imagine it actually happening!! 

5. The title really sparked my curiosity because I never knew that Tracy beaker had a child 

so I wanted to find out if there was going to be a mini tracy beaker  
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The Setting 

The story takes place in Tracy’s flat. Jess and Tracy are waiting for beloved Sean (Tracy’s 

boyfriend) so they can have a nice dinner at the most expensive restaurant in town because if 

you didn’t know he’s a famous footballer (ikr how did Tracy manage that). Sadly it didn’t take long 

till they realized he was two timing cheat and they left the mansion that they had moved into. I 

haven’t said to much about Jess though have I? So before they had moved in Jess was a loner 

with no friends to play with at school so she was bullied. But once everyone heard she was 

moving in with Sean everyone wanted to be her best friend. At the end they ended up living at 

the top of a shop (where Tracy was working)near the beach.  

 

Here’s the book: 
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The Characters 

Since Jessica(Jess) is the daughter of Tracy and she’s new I’d say she is the main character and 

because she was the one that found out Sean was two timing Tracy. Interesting fact: the boy that 

was bullying Jess is now one of her best friends. There was a good reason for moving in with 

Sean because she got a special surprise that you’ll have to read the book to find out . What 

makes all the characters so easy to remember is because of their mysterious characters that 

shapes their amazing personality. 

 

Tracy and Jess : 
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Plot 

1. Beginning: Tracy and Jess had normal lives living in a batted up flat that felt like home 

while Tracy dated Sean and Jess had no friends. 

2. Middle: Tracy and Jess move in with Sean and their lives change completely. Jess finds 

the secret phone and figures out that Sean is cheating on her mum 

3. Ending: it's Tracy’s BDay so they got to the beach and find themselves  a job and a home 

to move into. 
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Conclusion 

I definitely recommend you read this adventurous, amazing and so interesting book cause you’ll 

get lost in all the imaginative words and you’ll never want to put it down. 
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